
Physics of Rainbow Body



Walter Russell’s ‘Secret of Light’

“In the wave lies the secret of creation”



ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING !



4 Kayas





Octaves of Harmonic Resonance

1 keynote expands into an octave of 7 original notes before the 
8th repeats the first note at a ‘higher’ level)

.

3 of these octaves = (7 x 3 + 1) = 22 notes

22/7 = Pi (an irrational number that makes it 
transcendental, we’ll round off to 3.14 here) 
corresponding to the 22 functional pairs of 
Chromosomes of the human DNA whereby the 
23rd does not have a function per se, but defines 
the gender of the physical form)



9 octaves

The 4 Do’s are the 4 base notes, 
the kayas of existence 

3 main octaves expand to 9 



(Essence/
mind)

(Blueprint/
energetic)

(Manifest 
Reality/
physical)

Movement between dimensions through vortices
Aspects of the same fundamental essence appear within varying octaves of harmonic 
resonance. 

9 basic octaves, resulting in a 
tenth keynote, form manifest 
reality

From a state of 
Luminous Emptiness…





4 Kayas



5 peaks of Brain Waves (of bliss) being 
measured in golden ratio frequency 

(Dan Winter)



A Healthy Heart is a Fractal Heart !

Nested toroidal fields, recursively imploding in an infinite fractal field
(Dan Winter)



You can only get an infinite number of harmonics to rest at one 
point, when knitted by Phi, ie. ‘Phi-knit’ = IN-FI-NITE ! 

(quote and pic from Dan Winter)



What happens next?



Implosion in the DNA
(Dan Winter)

By creating a magnetic field 
around the heart in the way 
described above, this affects 
the way that DNA is braided.



How does this refer 
to death?



Highest realisation of the spiritual practice,
The Rainbow Body.

3 types of rainbow body:

• Small rainbow body when the practitioner’s body shrinks, 
sometimes to that of a baby and smaller in 1 - 3  weeks 

• Medium rainbow body when the practitioner leaves only 
hair, nails and teeth, the rest of the body disappears

• Highest level of Rainbow Body when the practitioner 
completely vanishes when the master is already enlightened 
and the nature of the physical body is already in the light

But how does it occur?



We’ve already seen the number 5 and 6 as a 
reoccurring theme in our description of the 
mechanisms of reality in Bardo Thodol.

• 5 elements, aspects of building ego-
consciousness, colours, senses, 
wisdoms etc…

• 6 Bardos and 6 realms

The numbers 5 & 6



Relationship between: 

a 6 – sided hexagon 

and 

a 5 – sided pentagon



Relationship between the numbers 5 and 
6 starts at the very fundamental level, 
where we see pentagons and hexagons 
pervading our DNA/RNA.



Here we see:

• In the 6 REALMS that our conscious 
frequency may get entrapped in and 
6 BARDO states of Samsara that run 
in a macro sense throughout our 
existence and in a micro sense, 
through our moment to moment 
thought process, charge is held, or 
rather ‘stuck’ within those 
frequencies of existence and cannot 
escape…

• until we work to transform the 5 
EGO CONSCIOUSNESS and
ELEMENTS into the 5 wisdoms and 5 
purified elements in order to 
release it.



Hertzian waves

Common forms of energy like light, 
heat, sound and electricity both have 
particle and wavelike properties and 
can be measured in terms of 
amplitude and frequency. 

They are also known as ‘Transverse’ 
waves and require time and effort to 
move through space.

Non-Hertzian
(Scalar/longitudinal) 

waves

They are closer in their properties to 
magnetism and are created when 2 
common electro-magnetic waves 
come together from 2 opposite 
converging vectors. 

Longitudinal waves are more field-like 
than wave-like and expand outwards in 
circles of energy, like a pulse, reaching 
everywhere, immediately. 



But how is this precisely done?



To convert transverse waves to longitudinal, you must make an 
antenna, a spiral on a cone… 

Hertzian to non-Herzian (longitudinal wave conversion)
(Dan Winter)



We see this symbolically 
represented in the shape 
of the VAJRA, a ritual 
instrument used by 
Tibetan Lamas with 5 
prongs on either side of 
its central part.

Indeed, the Hevajra
Tantra tells us that “If 
you can understand the 
meaning of the VAJRA, 
you can understand the 
meaning of the Nature 
of Reality” 

Lower pic from Dan Winter



Enter the 
Peaceful and Wrathful Deities 

of the Bardo of Dharmata
Of Bardo Thodol…



“when rotation (spin) is nested in this way, it creates rose-like fractal/conjugate patterns of 
implosive centripetal charge.

MAGNETIC LINE CROSSINGS ARE DODECA-
ICOSA & FRACTAL – civilisation knows this, 
because DNA radio depends on embedding 
in that longitudinal grid. City of Prague

(Pics from Dan Winter)



Mandala of Peaceful and Wrathful deities 4 wave phase conjugate mixing
(Dan Winter)



Because everything is created by mind, everything 
can be destroyed by mind.

Ultimately…


